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Party Game ‘Rabble’ Launches Second Edition March 2021 

Rabble Media is a Start Up Helping Consumers Have a Wild Night-in 

 
New York, March 1st, 2021—After selling out its first production run within a year, Rabble Media LLC 

announces the launch of the second edition of Rabble in March 2021. Rabble is a party game where players 

guess absurd words and do ridiculous challenges. As part of the company’s mission to have fun and do good, the 

newest edition of Rabble is now entirely made with FSC-certified recyclable paper and features guest 

illustrations from multiple diverse artists.  

 
Rabble was created when co-founder Jake Vizek introduced his roommate George Li to a folk game from his 

childhood. The game was unbelievably fun and turned a regular night at home into an unforgettably memorable 

one. That night inspired them to create a more modern, boxed version of the game with preset words chosen 

from pop culture, faster gameplay, and additional twists through Challenge Cards.  

 
As Rabble took shape, Jake and George realized a large opportunity existed within the $26 billion at-home 

games market. Jake and George created Rabble to be inclusive, modern, co-ed, and low-pressure. This was 

different from most existing party games which use monotone branding, target college-age men, and rely 

heavily on raunchy humor and/or heavy drinking.  

 

Rabble extended this differentiation for a unique go-to-market consumer strategy. Most importantly, Rabble’s 

mission came to life through community-oriented connections like hiring diverse artists as guest illustrators, 

donating dozens of games, and giving back a portion of proceeds. The brand partners with lifestyle influencers 

in fashion, beauty, and wine and offers direct sales to consumers online and in boutique and gifting stores.  

 
With Millennials increasingly ‘staying home’ even well before the pandemic, the rise in the popularity of board 

games is an emerging trend which Rabble is well positioned to benefit from into the future. 5,000 board game 

cafes opened across the US – in 2016 alone. The COVID-19 pandemic sped up this trend as indoor games were 

an antidote to lockdowns.  

 
“We are completely blown away by the positive reception to Rabble. What started as a passion project to have a 

hilarious night-in turned into thousands of people creating new, unforgettable memories with their friends and 

families. We could not be more excited to release the newest version of the game and grow the Rabble family, 

especially with these latest enhancements,” said Rabble co-founder George Li.  

 
Rabble is a party game for ages 17-plus. The game is priced at $25 MSRP and is available for sale at 

rabblegame.com and on the Amazon marketplace. The newest edition will also be launching with boutique gift 

shops across the country, including Neighborhood Goods, a new department store concept with locations in 

New York City’s Chelsea Market and Austin and Plano, Texas.  

 
---- 
About Rabble: Rabble is a party game for ages 17-plus with a suggested number of players from 4 to 20-plus. 

Players compete in teams to guess absurd words and do ridiculous challenges across three distinct rounds of 
gameplay. Players guess the words on their team’s Rabble cards as quickly as possible with each round placing 

different restrictions on how to give clues. Challenge cards slow down the other team through hilarious 

challenges such as “talk in a British accent” or “continuously fist bump in the air.” Each game box contains 
392 Rabble cards, 56 Challenge cards, and 10 “Write Your Own” cards. Rabble is created using FSC-certified 

paper and proudly gives back a portion of its proceeds to educational & youth services. 

 
About Rabble Media LLC: Rabble Media LLC is a venture redefining the at-home entertainment market through 
innovative consumer products. It is currently the creator and distributor of the Rabble party game.  

https://www.rabblegame.com/
https://neighborhoodgoods.com/pages/about

